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Rationale: 
 
The depiction of Communism/Socialism stays consistent 

across time, paralleling its political scattering. 

What began as a groundbreaking, revolutionary force 

wanes and transforms into an oppressive one. 

 

Filmmakers who worked within the Comm/Soc context 

utilized the filmic medium to express their 

perceptions of the political system. This documentary 

investigates the change in attitude towards Com/Soc, 

which is exhibited through the representation of the 

media and how the everyman is portrayed in relation 

to their interaction with society. I examine how the 

makers of Good Bye Lenin!, Battleship Potemkin, 

Wodzirej (Top Dog) and Kiler achieve the 

aforementioned representations. 

 

Words: 96
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VIDEO 
 

AUDIO 

Ext. Day, Seaside (Battleship 
Potemkin, BP) Establishing shots: 
waves crashing onto rocks. Text 
reads Battleship Potemkin, S. 
Eisenstein 1925 

1st loud string note from 
accompanying Battleship Potemkin 
(BP) soundtrack 

 
Cut on 2nd note. Ext. Day, Parade 
square (Good Bye Lenin!, GBL) Mid 
CU: man fixing GDR flag into pole, 
cut to LS of truck leaving to reveal 
the row of multiple flags he had 
placed there. Text reads Good Bye 
Lenin!, W. Becker 2003 

 
BP soundtrack continues, 2nd loud 
string note plays 

 
Cut on 3rd note. Int. Day (Kiler, K) 
Upward tilt shot, camera moves 
backwards: Polish Palace of Culture 
and Science framed by window. Text 
reads Kiler, J. Machulski 1997 

 
BP soundtrack continues, 3rd loud 
string note plays 

 
Parallax effect applied to BP 
poster, making it seem like tank is 
propelling forwards towards the 
audience 

 
Final note from BP soundtrack. 
Narrator (Alisa Chau, AC) V.O: 
Communism. 
 

 
Ext. Day, FS: Protestors waving 
flags and shouting outside Petrograd 
Committee building. Text reads 
October: 10 Days that Shook the 
World, S. Eisenstein 1928 

 
Diegetic shouting from crowd 

 
Ext. Day, Odessa steps (BP) Slightly 
low angle FS & MS: People from all 
walks of life are happily waving at 
the sailors 

 
AC V.O: A socio-political system 
where property is shared but owned 
by the state. All were equal 

 
Ext. Day, Ship deck (BP) CU from 
right: higher ranked soldier 
smirking slyly 

 
Fade in: low, ominous tone 
Cont.: though some more equal than 
others… 

 
Ext. Day, Ship deck (BP) Mid CU of 
Vakulinchuk thrusting his fist to 
his speech 

 
Vakulinchuk: Comrades! The time has 
come for us to speak out! 

 
Ext. Day, LS: plane flying through 
clouds across screen, red line 
following its movement. Cross fade 
onto world map. Text reads Raiders 
of the Lost Ark, S. Spielberg 1982 

 
AC V.O: It’s diaspora and influence 
can be traced through film, a 
medium that separates bearers of 
the red flag to 
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Ext. Day, Neue Wache (GBL) LS: giant 
Coca Cola truck passing the screen 

your average Coca Cola loving Joe 

 
Cross fade into, Int. Day (GBL) 
Tracking CS: Alex pointing at 1990 
calendar showing schedule for 
hospital visits 

 
Cont.: As we stray farther from the 
Communist era, so do our sympathies 
for the system. 

 
Ext. Day LS: A gigantic man with a 
camera in the distance is towering 
over the city. Text reads Man With a 
Movie Camera, D. Vertov 1929 

 
Cont.: A sentiment reflected in the 
cinema of the countries under its 
rule 
 

 
Ext. Day Ship deck (BP) High angle 
LS: soldiers in rank 

 
Cont.: From the rousing 
revolutionists aboard the 
Battleship Potemkin 

Ext. Day (GBL) Tracking mid LS: 
Lenin’s statue flown across Berlin, 
hands outstretched towards camera 

to the complete uprooting of all 
traces of Communist glory in Good 
Bye Lenin! 

 
Ext. Day (BP) Mid CU of Smirnov 
folding monocle. On ‘the eyes’, cut 
to ECU of monocle over his eye. On 
‘news’, cut to Ext. Night (K) Low 
angle POV MS: Ewa out of focus in 
left third, at editing bay. On 
‘perspective’, cut to Int. Day 
(Wodzirej, WZ) MS of Lutek leaning 
across table dejectedly with head in 
hands, text reads Wodzirej, F. Falk 
1978 

 
Cont.: This documentary will 
explore Communism and Socialism 
through the eyes of the proletariat 
masses, the screens of an editing 
bay and from the perspective of a 
desperate entertainer in order to 
examine the shift in representation 
of Communism. 

 
Ext. Day (BP) Low angle MS: 
Matyushenko and Vakulinchuk huffing 
above stairs 
 

 
String soundtrack from BP 
Matyushenko/Vakulinchuck: We the 
sailors of the “Potemkin”. We must 
stand in the front ranks of the 
revolution! 

 
Ext. Day, Deck (BP) High angle LS: 
soldiers pouring onto deck. Cut to a 
MS. On ‘proletariats’, cut to Ext. 
Day, Harbor (BP): various MS & CU of 
crowd happily waving to incoming 
sailors. On ‘mutiny’ cut to Ext. 
Day, Ship deck, (BP) CU: Mustached 
general bellowing. Cut to high angle 
LS: he runs across the deck, cut to 
high angle MS: he snatches a gun 
from a soldier. 

 
AC V.O: The Russian political 
revolution saw the introduction of 
Communism brought on by the rise of 
the proletariats, otherwise known 
as the common people. An event that 
sparked this was a mutiny aboard 
the Russian battleship Potemkin; 
dramatized by the iconic propaganda 
film ‘Battleship Potemkin’. 

 
Cross fade, Int. Day, Video rental 

 
Roger Ebert:  The movie was 
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store (GBL) MS: Alex pushing into 
small crowd staring up at a 
television. Cut to Int. Day, MS of 
Roger Ebert sitting, giving camera 
direct address, text reads Roger 
Ebert, Film Critic. On ‘headlong’, 
cut to Ext. Day, Odessa Steps (BP) 
Slight high angle LS: civilians 
running down stairs. Cut to MS: 
child screaming over corpse. Cut to 
back of slight high angle LS shot 
from right: civilians fainting and 
running on stairs. On ‘viewers’ cut 
to Ext. Day (BP) CU of a mother 
screaming 

projected on a big screen hanging 
from the outside wall of the 
Vickers Theater in Three Oaks, 
Mich., and some 300 citizens 
settled into their folding chairs 
in the parking lot to have a look 
at it. It's not that anybody stood 
up and sang “The 
Internationale.” But the film did 
have headlong momentum, thrilling 
juxtapositions and genuine power to 
move--most especially during the 
Odessa Steps sequence, which had 
some viewers gasping out loud. 

 
Ext. Day, Poop deck (BP) Various 
CUs: soldiers clenching fists. On 
‘propaganda’, cut to stock footage 
of cartoon with spirals in their 
eyes. On ‘this’, cut to Int. Day, 
Siara’s mansion (K) MS: Jerzy 
rewinding tape until TV screen turns 
black 

 
AC V.O: Often labeled as 
propaganda, a powerful tool to 
influence ideologies, Battleship 
Potemkin’s overt political zeal led 
to its censorship in the UK, 
France, West Germany and even in 
its motherland Russia for a while! 

 
Ext. Day LS: Large man with camera 
standing on roof, cut to MS: camera 
overlooking streets. Text reads Man 
With A Movie Camera, D. Vertov 1929  

 
Cont.: The film itself was as much 
a part of the Russian Revolution as 
it was a part of a filmic 
revolution. 

Int. Day (The Great Train Robbery) 
FS: bandits tying a man up, cut to 
FS: shootout in another car with 
exact same framing, cut to FS: a 
child discovering the bound man with 
exact same framing. Text reads The 
Great Train Robbery, E. Porter 1903  

Cont.: At the time, the 
conventional mode of filmmaking was 
dominated by the influence of 
theatre. Evident in unchanging, 
static shots often filmed from a 
single angle emulating the 
perspective of an audience facing a 
stage. It was an art form 
associated with the wealthy, the 
upper class, the enemy. 

 
Int. Day (Man with a Movie Camera) 
Movie theatre, various LS and MS: 
rows of chairs in front of drawn 
curtains.  

 
Eisenstein: Now why should the 
cinema follow the form of theatre 
and painting rather than the 
methodology of language, which 
allows wholly new concepts of ideas 
to arise from the combination of 
two concrete objects? 

 
Ext. Day, Front porch, Composed FS: 
A man is reading in the background 
whilst the mother, languidly rocking 
back and forth, and the pet sister 

 
AC V.O: Across the pond, American 
directors from that era, such as DW 
Griffith, exemplified the theatre-
based mode of filmmaking to form 
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sit in the foreground. Text reads 
Birth of A Nation, Griffith D.W 1915 

the institutional mode of 
representation. A mode of 
filmmaking designed to lull 
audiences with soporific 
forgetfulness. 

Ext. Day, (October) Various canted 
CU: St Basil’s cathedral, cross cut 
with various CU/extreme CU: 
religious sculptures from different 
countries. Text reads October: Ten 
Days That Shook the World, S. 
Eisenstein & G. Aleksandrov  1928. 
On ‘he separated’ cut to, Ext. Day, 
Seaside (BP) Establishing shots of 
waves crashing. Footage is played 
backwards and forwards. 

In comparison, the Russians were 
much bolder in how they developed 
editing. Eisenstein particularly, 
strove to transform film beyond 
spatial and temporal confinement. 
He separated filmmaking from 
theatre by adopting methods that 
were unachievable onstage. 
 
Accompanying soundtrack 

 
Int. Night, Editing bay (GBL) Dolly 
MS: Denis settling in, camera 
swivels around to reveal his edit. 

 
Denis: This is what I’m working on. 
Watch. 

 
Ext. Day, Ship (BP) CU: priest 
tapping ross on hand, cut to CU: 
soldier tapping sword. On ‘linking’, 
ken burns to reveal split screen: 
the right side showing a clip of the 
sword and the left showing a clip of 
the soldier. The clip of the cross 
cuts to FS of priest. The clip of 
the sword cuts to FS of general 
smirking. 

 
AC V.O: He revolutionized editing 
through his usage of the 
intellectual montage; the linking 
of images to create meaning in its 
combination. This technique is 
derived from the principle of the 
Kuleshov effect, as explained by 
our favorite military reject. 

 
Cross fade into Ext. Day, handheld 
CU: Hitchcock with neutral 
expression. On ‘what’, cut to, FS: 
woman playing with child. Cut to, 
Ext. Day handheld CU: Hitchcock 
slowly smiles. On ‘he is’, cut to, 
Int. MS: Hitchcock in a chair at a 
desk, gesturing to interviewer. Cut 
to, reverse reaction FS: 
apprehensive interviewer. Cut to, 
Int. MS: Hitchcock at a desk. On ‘he 
looks’, Ext. Day handheld CU: same 
shot as previous of Hitchcock with 
neutral expression. On ‘girl’, cut 
to, Ext. FS: girl in a bikini. Cut 
to, reaction CU: same shot as 
previous of Hitchcock smiling. On 
‘he’s no longer’, cut to MS: 
Hitchcock at desk. 
 

 
Alfred Hitchcock: Now have a close 
up. Then we show what he sees. 
Let’s assume he saw a woman holding 
a baby in her arms. Now we cut back 
to his reaction to what he sees, 
and he smiles. Now what is he as a 
character? He is a kindly man. He’s 
sympathetic. Now! Let’s take the 
middle piece of film away, the 
woman with the child, but leave his 
two pieces of film as they were. 
Now we’ll put in, a piece of film 
of a girl in a bikini. He looks. 
Girl in a bikini. He smiles. What 
is he now? A dirty old man. He’s no 
longer the benign gentleman who 
loves babies. 
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Ext. Day, CU: Hands stretched 
upwards, flailing about. Cut to, 
Ext. Day, LS framed by trees: People 
frantically running down slope. On 
‘bold’, cut to, Ext. Day, 
Slaughterhouse, Slightly high angle 
MS: a knife is wedged into a cow’s 
throat and dragged towards it’s gut. 
Cut back and forth between CU of 
hands and MS of cow. Text reads 
Strike, S. Eisenstein 1925 

Eisenstein: In nature we never see 
anything isolated, but everything 
in connection with something 
 
AC V.O: Eisenstein’s bold cuts 
opposed the dominant style of film 
with the main goal of stunning the 
audience out of passivity rather 
than to create a believable 
diegesis. 

 
Int. Day, Deck (BP) Mid CU: sailor 
stands amongst the hammocks on deck. 
Cut to, Mid CU: sailor asleep in his 
hammock. On ‘synthesis’, cut to Ext. 
Day, Odessa steps, High angle LS 
shot from behind soldiers: statue 
focused in foreground, soldiers 
walking down steps in middle ground, 
civilians fleeing in background. Ken 
burns effect to reveal split screen, 
adjacent extract is a Ext. Day, High 
angle LS: civilians running down 
stairs. Text reads Montage Cell 1 + 
Montage Cell 2 = Suppression by the 
Tzarist Regime  

 
Cont.: Through his linking of 
images to create a thesis, 
Eisenstein expressed the abstract 
motive that drove the revolution 
forward. Shifting the focus from 
characters onto the (change tone) 
synthesis of images, images 
representing the oppressive forces 
that had been quashing the 
proletariats to their breaking 
point, Eisenstein de-individualized 
the regime with his coded 
arrangements of imagery, making it 
easier and more effective for the 
mostly illiterate audience to form 
their personal connection with the 
cause. 

 
Ext. Day, Natural lighting (BP) 
slightly low angle MS shot from 
right: statue of lion asleep. Cut 
to, slightly low angle MS shot from 
left: lion wakes up, surprised 
expression. Cut to, low angle FS: 
lion standing up, shocked 
expression. 
 

 
Andre Bazin: The meaning is not in 
the image, it is in the shadow of 
the image projected by montage onto 
the field of consciousness of the 
viewer. 
 

Ext. Day (BP) ExCU: woman with eyes 
bulging in shock, leaning forwards 
towards the camera. Cut to, CU: man 
with hands on his head with angry 
expression walks towards the camera. 

AC V.O: The emotional impact film 
had on people urged the Russian 
ruling party to communicate to the 
masses through film. Eventually 
leading to the birth of Soviet 
cinema and Russia’s use of film as 
a platform for mass communication. 

 
Int. Day, CU from profile: Filip 
placing camera against his face to 
look through the eyehole. Text reads 
Camera Buff, K. Kieślowski 1979 

 
Cont.: Years later and miles away, 
filmmakers in Poland began to adopt 
Russia’s ethos of film as a medium 
to voice political discontent. 

Ext. Night (GBL) High angle LS from Cont.: However, ideologies upheld 
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above streetlight: Crowd of 
protesters slowly walking across 
screen, cut to neutral angle MS. On 
‘cannon’, cut to Ext. Night (GBL) 
Zooming high angle LS: Stasi 
officers exiting truck, cut to, 
handheld MS: Stasi waving for crowd 
to get in line. Cut to, FS: Stasi 
forming a wall, blocking protestors. 
Cut to, handheld CU: from within 
crowd, focuses on Alex in distance. 

by these political films have 
transferred to European liberal 
traditions; the cannon of 
discontent had been repositioned 
and was now squarely pointed 
(change tone) at Communism. 
 
Diegetic sound of crowd chanting 

 
Int. Night, Bathroom (WZ) MS: Lutek 
sitting in the bathtub, soaping his 
feet. On ‘collective masses’ cut to, 
Ext. Day (BP) LS: Large crowds are 
walking under and crossing the 
bridge.  

 
Cont.: Taking the complete opposite 
approach, Polish filmmakers working 
under Communist rule shaped their 
narratives around individual 
experiences rather than that of the 
collective masses, contrasting the 
lack of protagonists or central 
characters in Battleship Potemkin. 

 
Ext. Day, Natural lighting (W) 
Tracking Mid LS: Lutek runs across 
street onto pavement hurriedly, 
camera moves back to reveal the 
large 500 LAT sign. 
 

 
AC V.O: These filmmakers captured 
the, as Tadeusz Mick put it, the 
‘naked truth of everyday reality’ 
through innocuous realist dramas.  

Int. Day (W) Dark, tracking FS: 
Lutek clambering up stairs. Cut to, 
reverse MS: doors opening. Tracking 
shot: Lutek entering the bathroom. 
Cut to, reverse mid CU: Lutek’s head 
emerging from door. Cut to, muted, 
slightly low FS: Romek shaving, he 
nods to acknowledge Lutek who is 
framed by door. Cut to, static 
slightly low angle FS: Lutek walks 
in, he wraps his arms around Romek’s 
head to greet him, Romek is shaving 
whilst Lutek (in right third) 
pesters him for money. 

Lutek: Give it 
Romek: I have only 5. 
Lutek: 5?! It should have been 15. 
Romek: Yes but I can’t get 15 in 
such little time. 
Lutek: You Can’t? 15 is a lot of 
money for you? 
Romek: But I don’t have it, 
understood? 
 
AC V.O: Felik Falk’s Wodzirej, 
known in English as Top Dog, is a 
character study depicting the 
Socialist corruption of a once 
humble, average Joe. 

 
Int. Day, Bank (W) Slightly low 
angle tracking FS: Lutek walks into 
room, greeting others as he passes 
them to find the bank teller. Cut 
to, slightly low angle CU: Lutek 
leans onto the bank counter and asks 
for his money, he signs something 
and smiles whilst watching her count 
the money. 

 
Cont.: The filmic movement Falk 
contributed to was ‘Cinema of Moral 
Anxiety’, prevalent in early 1970s 
to 1980s Poland. Those working 
within the conventions of the 
movement adopted the responsibility 
of to expose the artificial 
Communist representation of life 
grounded upon ‘lies, political 
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ambitions, self promotion and 
newspeak’, lending to a realist 
overtone to their films. 

 
Ext. Day (WZ) Steadicam tracking 
shot: Lutek fidgets then walks off 
into the distance on the snowed 
path. 

 
Accompanying soundtrack 
AC V.O: Editing adhered to the 
conventions of continuity. Minimal 
cuts and long lasting, stable shots 
juxtapose the aforementioned sense 
of disjunction common to Russian-
style formalist editing. 

 
Ext. Day, B&W, low angle MS: Mateusz 
happily laying bricks. Cut to, Int. 
Day profile MS: Mateusz sits and 
leans, head slowly turns towards the 
camera. Cut to, Int. Day B&W 
Slightly low angle MS: statue of 
Mateusz. Ext. Night, low angle FS: 
Poster of Mateusz falling from 
billboard. Cut to, Int. Day cut to 
Int. Dark FS shot from behind 
projector: Footage of Mateusz being 
projected at wall. Cut to, handheld 
tracking FS: Mateusz struggles, then 
frees himself from policeman’s grip 
and proceeds to cover the camera. 
Text reads Man of Marble, A. Wajda 
1976 
 

 
Cont.: Still, rather than 
explicitly illustrate the conflict 
between the individual and the 
state, Falk and filmmakers from his 
time relied on dense layers of 
metaphors. This was largely due to 
fear of censorship from the state. 
 
Jerzy: The materials are top 
secret. They were not released, 
aren’t now and won’t ever be. No 
one will release them. 

On ‘technical conventions’, Cut to, 
Int. Night (WZ) steadicam tracking 
MS: Lutek gets up from a table, 
lighting a cigarillo, walking 
towards the Christmas tree/door into 
the darkness. Text reads Seemingly 
handheld, ‘candid’ cinematography. 
Cut to, Int. Day (WZ) Mid CU: Lutek 
sitting at a table, fingers stapled 
together, muttering to himself, 
footage is sped up with time code 
shown underneath. Text reads Long, 
uninterrupted shots 

AC VO: By safely adhering to the 
technical conventions of realism, 
Falk effectively conceals his 
implied critique. Authorities 
perceived realist works as 
journalistic pieces that lacked the 
finesse of art, therefore 
overlooking the parallels between 
Lutek’s stagnant yet conflict 
ridden life and the manipulative, 
immoral ruling state. 

 
Int. Day, Natural lighting (Camera 
Buff) CU: Filip with expression of 
discomfort. Cut to, ExCU: of lens 
reflecting Filip. Cut to, MS: 
projector rolling, film projected is 
blurred in the background; projector 
itself is in focus in the 
foreground. 

 
Tadeusz Miczka:  Directors used, in 
an ideologically tendentious way, 
the 'strategy of the 
witness,' emphasising the 
importance of the event presented 
on the screen and their authority 
to report such events. 
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Ext. Night, Lit by streetlights and 
light from inside the building, (WZ) 
FS: people loading body into car. 
Camera pans to track Lutek walking 
out, he closes the distance between 
him and the camera, transitioning 
the shot into a MS: he is getting 
into a car, slamming the door and 
driving away. 

Feliks Falk:  Cinema of moral 
anxiety ... gave people not just 
encouragement, but also 
satisfaction that someone was 
trying to tell the truth on their 
behalf. 

Int. Night, Living room (WZ) FS, 
camera tracking movement/getting 
closer: Lutek framed in middle 
third, he puts down his suitcase and 
walks over to the door. 

AC V.O: Wodzirej’s bucolic setting 
coupled with uptight bureaucratic 
figures was allegorical of 
Communist Poland. 

 
Int. Night (WZ) Various MS/FS: 
Lutek’s audience watching him from 
their tables, intercut with stock 
footage of Poland during the 70s. 

 
Cont.: Even though audiences 
couldn’t trust the information they 
were fed by the ruling party, they 
could turn to ‘Cinema of Moral 
Anxiety’ for a reassuring depiction 
of reality.  
 

Int. Day, Office (WZ) neutral angle 
CU trained on Lutek’s face, subtly 
tracking his fidgeting: Lutek tries 
to ask Mayer if he thinks he has 
been stolen from 

Lutek: What is happening here, we 
speak about professional ethics and 
we forget, we forget about human 
ethics, it’s very unpleasant what 
is occurring. 

 
Ext. Night, Crime scene next to 
police car (K) MS: Chief framed 
tightly by news team and police 
lights. Cut to CU of Ewa 
interviewing him 

 
AC V.O: The theme of distrusting 
information fed by authority later 
evolved to encompass distrust of 
media in genera. This parallels the 
use of film as a tool for socio-
political indoctrination in 
Eisenstein’s days, a practice that 
is criticized in Juliusz 
Machulski’s ‘Kiler’. 

 
Ext. Night (K) Chiaroscuro lighting 
CU reaction shot: he scoffs, the 
camera and mic held by Ewa closely 
track his movement, on ‘media’ he is 
in the light. Cut to, LS: the chief 
is walking back to his car whilst 
Ewa is framed in the middle 
finishing off her report 
 

 
Chief: The police works by the 
book. 
Ewa: How many victims until you get 
the legendary Kiler? 
Chief: Legendary? Nonsense. There 
is no Kiler. It’s the media's 
invention. 
 
AC V.O: Within this shot, the 
subjects are framed tightly within 
the shot, evoking an air of 
claustrophobia brought upon by the 
incessant pestering of the news 
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anchor, desperate for 
sensationalist content. 

 
Int. Night (K) Mid OTS from behind 
Ewa: Ewa pausing edit on Jurek 

 
Cont: Machulski hints at the 
media’s role in misleading the 
public. Here, Machulski explicitly 
references the manipulation of the 
news. 

 
Cut to, FS: Ewa is foregrounded, 
sitting at editing bay with 
cameraman out of focus in the 
background, he moves into focus and 
adjusts the edit. Cut to low angle 
OTS shot from behind Ewa: edit 
playback. Cut to, FS: Ewa and 
cameraman at editing bay, he points 
at the screen. Cut to CU: Stan 
unzipping himself from the body bag. 
MS: camera pans to track movement of 
Ewa swiveling away whilst cameraman 
kneels in front of her 
 

 
Ewa: Who’s this creep? Get me the 
one I need. 
Cameraman: Number One. For me, you, 
Ewa, are Number One 
Ewa: I’m talking about Guillotine 
Diegetic sound from scene 
Cameraman: Who’s that. 
Stan: That’s enough or I’ll get 
lumbago. 
Cameraman: Is that Guillotine? 
Ewa: That’s your stupid pal, Stan! 
Cameraman: Only you, myself, and 
Stan know it. But all the viewers 
will think he’s Guillotine. 
 

Int. Night (K) MS then cut to CU: 
Stan in the body bag on the editing 
screen 

AC V.O:  This falsification of 
evidence shows the distorted, 
untruthful nature of information 
individuals are fed by the media. 
Kiler also goes on to show the 
manipulation of self-image 
 

Int. Day (K) Mid CU: DVD copies of 
‘Pigs’, ‘Leon’ and ‘Taxi Driver’ 
being placed onto a table 

Accompanying soundtrack from Kiler 

 
Int. Day (K) CU OTS of Jurek looking 
in the mirror at himself light a 
cigarette and draw a gun, surrounded 
by chiaroscuro lighting 

 
AC VO: Machulski’s nod to popular 
American hit-men films is a tongue 
in cheek commentary of the monotony 
of American pastiches from his era 
of mainstream Polish cinema.  

 
Panning transition, Int. Day (K) Mid 
OTS: Jurek with a mohawk and coat 
looking into mirror. Cut to OTS CU: 
Jurek talks at the mirror 
 

 
Jurek: You talkin’ to me? Are ya 
talkin’ to me? 

 
Panning transition, Int. Day (K) Mid 
OTS: Jurek in leather jacket taking 
a swig of beer and drawing a gun 
 

 
AC V.O: Jurek’s imitatation of 
famous American personas paralleled 
Machulski’s perception of Poland as 
striving for progress by emulating 
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American successes. 
 
Panning transition, Int. Day (K) Mid 
CU: Jurek hanging upside down, 
pointing guns at camera in his 
‘Leon’ attire. On ‘local’, he falls 
down 
 

 
David Holley VO: Machulski seeks to 
combine an American-style 
filmmaking spirit with local 
realities. 
 

Int. Day, Dark diegetic lighting, 
Jurek’s residence (K) Canted 
handheld tracking MS: Police 
ascending stairs, cut to low angle 
MS: police pointing gun over 
railing. Cut to, canted handheld CU: 
police advancing, cut to canted MS: 
police moving to the front door. Cut 
to, canted CU, camera moves closer 
with each gunshot: police shoots at 
door.  

AC V.O: Though Machulski 
appropriated the mainstream Polish 
style of filmmaking, which was 
considered (change tone) knock-off 
versions of successful American 
blockbusters; he altered his films 
to have a Polish touch. 
 
 

 
On ‘US films’, cut to Int. Day, 
Dolly MS: Bourne being told to stop, 
cut to reaction FS, cut to low angle 
CU of handcuffs. Cut to various CUs 
of action sequence, cut to birds eye 
FS of Bourne punching guards. Text 
reads The Bourne Identity, D. Liman 
2002. On ‘their story’ cut to 
various mid shots of Jurek and Ewa 
smiling 

 
D Holley: Audiences here like the 
look of U.S. films, such as their 
faster pace, but want to see movies 
with "their story . . . their 
streets, their language, their 
jokes," 

 
Ext. Day (K) FS: Jurek emerging from 
an alley in a suit and sunglasses 
walking towards the camera, framed 
in the middle third.  

 
AC VO: Kiler, to a certain extent, 
celebrated new Poland. A Poland 
dominated by newer, modern, 
capitalist influences that had, 
ironically, been popularized by the 
media; a medium that had once been 
controlled to oppose everything it 
now promoted. 
 

Ext. Day (K) tracking LS: Jurek 
unloads the cash box from the truck. 
Cut to high angle mid CU: Jurek 
opens to box, inside there is 
multiple stacks of US dollars.  
 

Cont.: Communism has been replaced 
by the capitalist belief of money 
as omnipotent. 
 

Int. Day (K) MS: Palace of Culture 
is seen through window, text reads 
Communist built Palace of Culture. 
Camera dollys backwards to show 
Colombian and Siara talking and 
walking away. 

Colombian: Now I know Mr Lipski 
that you think this building is a 
piece of shit, but I personally, I 
would like to live there. 
Lipski: That architectural wonder 
can be yours. 
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Colombian: It’ll be Europe’s 
largest casino 

 
Int. Day, Siara’s mansion (K) High 
angle LS: a cuffed Jurek is ushered 
in, cut to neutral angle CU: Skinny 
looks up at Siara, cut to CU of 
Jurek. Cut to, low angle MS: Siara 
looking over the second floor at 
Jurek. Cut to high angle MS: Jurek 
stumbles forward, cut to low angle 
reaction CU of Siara. 

 
AC V.O: Old habits die hard.  
Cont.: Siara’s laughable attachment 
to Polish white sausage, gaudy 
tracksuits similar to Turkish 
clothing popular in 1980s Poland 
and preference of Polish vodka 
demonstrates his trying, 
unsuccessfully, to accommodate his 
Communist taste and lifestyle to 
Capitalist times.  

Int. Day, Dining room (K) Mid CU: a 
plate of sausages, Siara reaches 
over and forks one. Cut to, tracking 
MS: camera follows movement of Jurek 
lifting sausage to his mouth. Cut to 
MS: Siara speaking, cut to reaction 
MS of Jurek. 

AC V.O: Machulski seems to be 
expressing that there was no place 
for Communist values in 
contemporary Poland whilst 
simultaneously critiquing the new 
ideals promoting greed and wealth 
that have taken its place. 

 
Int. Day, Indoor pool in mansion (K) 
FS, camera tracks movement: Siara 
and Jurek emerging from behind 
stairs next to pool to come sit in 
the living room. 

 
Siara drunkenly singing 

Ext. Night, City streets (K) FS: 
Jurek’s taxi drives off into 
distance, camera tracks taxi driving 
towards camera. On ‘communism’ cut 
to, Int. Day MS: Siara takes a shot 
of vodka. On ‘capitalism’ cut to, 
Int. Day MS: Colombian gesturing 
next to an open cash box. 
 

AC V.O: In Kiler, Machulski 
constructs a heterotopia showing 
Poland in a transitional stage 
between Communism and Capitalism. 
 

Stock footage of On ‘uprooted’, cut 
to Ext. Day, (GBL) LS: shadow of 
helicopter carrying Lenin’s statue 
looms in the distance. 

Ewa Mazierska: The old face of 
Warsaw shines through the new, 
westernized veneer – communism is 
rejected but not yet uprooted. 
 

Int. Day, Carpark (K) comes into 
focus, MS: Jurek holding up 
banknote, cut to reaction CU: Siara 
motions for him to come in, reverse 
shot of Jurek getting into the car. 
Cut to, framed Mid CU: Jurek hands 
the bill over to Siara. 

AC V.O: The film offers the 
audience a multifaceted perspective 
on the effects of Communism by 
highlighting the negatives of the 
Capitalism that replaces it. 

 
Int. Day, Siara’s mansion (K) CU: 
Siara crying on the couch. 

 
Siara: I’m all alone in this world. 
Like a pinky, I got nobody. Only 
hoods around me. I’m all alone. 
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Int. Day, Christine’s room (GBL), 
low angle, framed by window, CU: 
Welch’s zeppelin flies across. Cut 
to, Int. Day, MS: Alex is framed in 
the right third, through the window 
in the background a Coca Cola poster 
is being unrolled onto the building 
opposite. Cut to MS: Christine 
perplexed, pointing to the window, 
cut back to Alex looking back at the 
sign. 

AC V.O: In the more recent context 
of Good Bye Lenin, there is a 
literal removal of Communist 
influence from society, though 
depicted in a less ambivalent 
fashion than in Kiler. 

 
Ext. Day (GBL) LS: camera zooms into 
of GDR flag being rolled out onto 
the side of the building.  

 
Cont.: Good Bye Lenin! showcased 
the virtues of Communism (change 
tone) in hindsight, if you will. 

 
Int. Day (GBL) Low angle MS: Alex 
napping on armchair. Cut to, MS: 
Christine puts on a coat and walks 
to the door. Cut to, LS: door opens, 
camera pans upwards slightly. Cut 
to, handheld MS: Christine going 
down in elevator. Cut to, Ext. Day, 
Apartment complex entrance, Mid LS: 
Christine’s feet walk into the 
light. Cut to, Ext. Day, Street, MS 
tracking shot: Christine walks past 
billboard, cut to, mid LS: Christine 
coming around the corner. 
 

 
AC V.O: Control over the media was 
represented as an act of love, done 
out of the nation’s own good. This 
is alluded to in Alex Kerner’s 
control over his mother’s knowledge 
of the world. 
 
Soundtrack from Good Bye Lenin! 

Int. Day, Natural lighting (GBL) CU: 
Ariane speaking to Alex. Cut to, 
reverse reaction CU: Alex looks 
concerned. Cut to, CU: Ariane 
speaking. 

Ariane: What happens when she 
doesn’t have a single room anymore? 
Or when someone lets the cat out of 
the bag? She’ll hear what is 
happening outside in here. She 
Won’t take it. 

Ext. Day (GBL) Natural lighting, 
Analog, panning MS: Christine is 
conducting a children’s choir. 

AC V.O: The film promoted feelings 
of ‘Ostalgie’, otherwise known as a 
longing for GDR days. 
 

Ext. Day (GBL) Front yard, Analog 
1:1 aspect setting, handheld FS: 
Alex wheels Ariane in the yard. Text 
reads Our Holiday Home, Summer 1978. 
Cut to, handheld CU: Ariane laughing 
in the wheelbarrow as she falls 
over, the borders gradually get 
smaller until aspect ratio is 16:9. 
Cut to, Ext. Day (GBL) Analog, 
handheld mid CU: Alex smiles at 
camera which tilts downward to show 
the astronaut on his shirt. 

Alex’s father: Here. Look here. 
Here into the camera. 
 
AC V.O: The ostalgie evoked by Good 
Bye Lenin! portrayed communism in a 
more sympathetic light. Yet not 
sympathetic enough to be void of 
Criticism. 
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Int. Day, Living room (GBL) MS: 
television showing a medal being 
picked up and Christine shaking 
hands with the CC of the SUG. Cut 
to, MS: Christine and Alex smiling 
at each other. 

Cont.: Though Christine was 
portrayed as a devout model citizen 
of the GDR with an ‘order of merit’ 
to show for it, her idea of 
Communism contrasted the system 
implemented by the state. 
 

Int. Day, Living room (GBL) MS: 
television showing Christine 
ascending stairs to receive her 
medal. Ext. Day, Outside apartment 
complex (GBL) slightly low angle FS: 
Alex is framed in the right third, 
he sits in front of the entrance 
adorned with posters celebrating the 
GDR’s 40th anniversary.  

Alex: My mother became promoter of 
the progress of society. A 
passionate activist for the simple 
needs of the people and against the 
small injustices of life. 
 

Int. Day, (GBL) FS: Alex sitting 
next to a bedridden Christine. 
Freeze-frame, ken burns to zoom in 
on book. Cut to, Int. Day (GBL) CU: 
television screen showing long shot 
of soldiers drumming in GDR’s 40th 
anniversary parade. 

AC V.O: On the bookshelf within her 
reach, there is a copy of 
Gorbachev’s ‘Perestroika’, a 
Socialist book promoting Capitalist 
practices. This therefore places 
her in a position of conflict 
against the state since she was an 
intellectual yet ironically one of 
the most loyal supporters of the 
state. 

Int. Day, Living room (GBL) Mid 
neutral angle CU: Alex sips on a 
teacup. Cut to, low angle MS: 
Christine ironing, rebutting Alex’s 
exclamation. Cut to, FS: Alex is 
framed in the right third, his 
mother in the left third and their 
guest in the middle. Cut to, 
reaction Mid CU: Alex grimaces, 
returning to his tea. Cut to, low 
angle MS: Christine continues to 
upbraid Alex. 

Alex: There they are celebrating 
themselves, all the old bastards. 
Christine: Well you don’t have to 
watch. 
Alex: Mum, don’t you notice what’s 
happening there? 
Christine: And you, what do you 
want? Do you want a bunk? Nothing 
will change if they all go away. 
Let’s go on. 

Ext. Day (BP) Low angle LS: sailors 
climbing up mast, cut to reverse MS: 
sailors overlooking the crowd 
beneath. On ‘as it was’, cut to Ext. 
Night (GBL) handheld tracking FS: 
officer dragging a protester. Cut 
to, various CU: officers grappling 
with protestors 

Cont.: Yet this binary opposition 
could be interpreted as a 
manifestation of the rift between 
the potential of Socialism and 
Socialism as it was. 
 
Diegetic sound from siren and crowd 

Ext. Day (BP) slightly low angle CU: 
officer framed in left third stares 
down sailors condescendingly. Cut 
to, birds eye FS: sailors crowded in 
lower deck. Cut back to officer 

AC V.O: Over the years, Communism 
has been consistently displayed in 
film as the manifestation of the 
collective power held by a specific 
group of people. 
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nodding. 
 Cont.: The impression of Communism 

began as a revolutionary force 
opposing the upper class. As time 
progressed, it became what it 
sought to destroy. An oppressive 
force quashing many yet controlled 
by few. 

Ext. Night, East/West German gateway 
(GBL) MS: Alex rides into shot on 
his motorbike. Cut to, slightly low 
angle MS: guard checking Alex’s 
passport, cut to CU: passport ID 
page. Cut to, slightly low angle MS: 
guard looking at Alex, cut to 
neutral angle reaction CU: Alex 
huffs. Cut to LS: Alex speeding away. 

Cont.: Even though recent films 
featuring Communism, most notably 
Good Bye Lenin!, lack overt 
opposition against the political 
system, there is still awareness 
and critique of the faults of 
Communism, mostly due to it’s 
decline in influence as a political 
force. 

Ext. Night (GBL) Analog, LS: an area 
of the Berlin wall toppling over. 

Sigmund Jähn: Socialism doesn’t 
mean living behind a wall.  

Int. Night (GBL) tracking MS: Alex 
removes a photo of Honecker, cut to 
MS: Alex walks through the storeroom 
full of televisions. Cut to, Ext. 
Night, Alleyway (GBL) Mid LS: Alex 
dumps the photo of Honecker. 

AC V.O: As of today, the 
representation of Communism 
presented by ex-communist nations 
prove to be neutral, neither 
glorifying nor showing detestation 
for the Communism that was. 

Int. Night, Hospital (GBL) Mid CU: 
television screen showing Sigmund 
Jähn at a desk. 

Sigmund Jähn: Socialism means 
reaching out to others, and living 
with others. 

Int. Day (GBL) CU: television static 
flickering, cut to MS: Alex putting 
videotape into player. 

AC V.O: But rather showing the 
Communism that (change tone) could 
have been. 

Int. Night, Hospital (GBL) Mid CU: 
television screen showing Sigmund 
Jähn at a desk. 

Cont.: Not just to dream about a 
better world, but to make the world 
a better place. 

Ext. Day (BP) CU: officer tapping 
the sword on his belt. 

AC V.O: As suggested by the films 
examined, Communism is a double-
edged sword. 

Ext. Day (BP) High angle, OTS LS: 
soldier ontop of ship’s mast waving 
his hands to a rousing speech given 
to other soldiers below. 

Cont.: It has been a force that 
brought an end to a tyrannical 
empire, bringing power to the 
people. 

Int. Day (WZ) slightly low angle MS: 
Jurek slams door into approaching 
waiter, cut to reaction MS: the 
waiter drops his tray. 

Cont.: Yet it also stripped away 
power from the people, causing them 
to have no choice other than to be 
pitted against each other. 

Ext. Night (GBL) FS: Alex and Lara 
watching fireworks from hospital 
balcony 

Cont.: Ultimately, it’s up to us to 
wield it to our advantage. 

 
Ext. Night (GBL) Analog, High angle 
LS: person in crowd taking down GDR 
flag, cross fade to Ext. Night (GBL) 

 
Singing: Such a day, so wonderful 
like today… 
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Analog, High angle EXLS: crowd 
firing fireworks from in front of 
the Neue Wache, cut to LS: 
Politicians clapping and cheering 
from crowd. 
 

Accompanying soundtrack from Good 
Bye Lenin! 
  
 
 

Cross fade to Ext. Night Altes 
Museum (GBL) LS: fireworks shooting 
into the orange sky 

Diegetic sound of fireworks 

Cut to various low angle LS: multi-
colored fireworks erupting into 
black sky 

Accompanying soundtrack begins to 
fade 
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